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GENERAL/MISCELLANEOUS

Microfiched by Cong Info Service in Wartime Translations of Seized Enemy Documents.  2212 cards.  D735W3713.
See published guide-index.

____.  Mike-Plans, 1-7.  Staff Studies, 1944-45.  D767.4S7222.


____.  GHQ.  Communiques.  Press releases Dec 41 - Sep 45 compiled by FEC Hist Div, 1945.
ca 150 p.  D767C66.

Mil operations from Spanish period through 1945 from Filipino viewpoint. On 1944-45, see Chaps XIV-XVII.
Philippines Liberation, 1944-45


Eichelberger, Robert L. Papers. 2 Boxes. Arch. Transcripts of memoirs & personal & official correspondence by Eighth Army CG.


See also:
-Bibliographies on Douglas MacArthur and Robert Eichelberger in Biographies; and Leyte & Luzon in Philippines-WWII.

VISAYANS - GEN/MISC


-CEBU


Concludes that fear had far more effect than actual casualties.

**-LOS NEGROS**


**-MINDANAO**


Philippines Liberation, 1944-45


See also:
- Gray-Woodruff Papers (Arch) on the 24th Infantry Division.

SPECIAL ASPECTS-AIR


NAVAL


OTHER


CIC agent at work during all major operations.


UNITS/PERSONAL


See index.

See also:
-WWII Veterans Survey, Arch.
STATUS OF FILIPINO SOLDIERS IN U.S. ARMY FORCES FAR EAST & PHILIPPINE ARMY

USAFFE, a component of the U.S. Army, absorbed the PA when it was called into the service of the United States. President Roosevelt's order, 26 Jul 1941, authorized the PA's induction and President Quezon's proclamation, 10 Aug 1941, implemented it. The PA was released from U.S. service by President Truman's order, 29 Jun 1946. Additional directives affected categories of Philippine military personnel, such as the Philippine Scouts, the Constabulary and various guerrilla units. Sources:


See also:
-Bibliography on the Philippine Army in Philippines.

JAPANESE VIEW


See pub index.

Japan Army. Imperial General HQ. Army Orders. 3 vols. Trans by AFFE Mil Hist Sec, Tokyo, 1946. D767.2J3813.

Vol. II, Jul 42 - Sep 44.


See Chaps XI-XVI


Incomplete set of mimeo copies, supplemented by Garland, *War in Asia* reprint (D767W32) & Lib Cong microfilm reels. See esp Monos #4-12.


See table of contents each vol.